COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
BERKSHIRE, ss.

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 1676 CV 0083

TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE, LL.C.
Plaintiff,
v.
SIX ACRES OF LAND MORE OR LESS, OF PERMANENT
EASEMENTS IN SANDISFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS; FIFTEEN
AND A HALF ACRES, MORE OR LESS, OF TEMPORARY
EASEMENTS IN SANDISFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS;
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS; MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION; LEO P.
ROY, COMMISSIONER OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION, ET AL.,
Defendants.

CONSOLIDATED OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANT COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS, DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION, AND
LEO P. ROY, COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND
RECREATION, TO TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE COMPANY'S MOTION TO
CONFIRM AUTHORITY TO CONDEMN EASEMENTS AND MOTION FOR
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AUTHORIZING IMMEDIATE ENTRY
INTRODUCTION
Defendants Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Department of Conservation
and Recreation ("MA DCR"), and Leo P. Roy, Commissioner of MA DCR (hereinafter
collectively referred to as the "Commonwealth") respectfully submit this consolidated opposition
to Plaintiff Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, L.L.C.'s ("Tennessee") motion to confirm
authority to condemn easements and motion for preliminary injunction1 authorizing immediate

Tennessee styles its motion for injunctive relief as a motion for a preliminary injunction and a
"permanent injunction" for entry pending final judgment. Tennessee has not made out the demonstration
required for a permanent injunction because, at a minimum, it has not made a demonstration that it should
be granted a preliminary injunction. See discussion passim.
1
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entry onto constitutionally protected MA DCR conservation land to cut trees and begin
construction of Tennessee's Connecticut Expansion natural gas pipeline ("Project").
This Court should deny Tennessee's motions because they are premature and unripe: the
underlying Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") and other federal permitting
processes are not complete. Indeed, FERC has not yet authorized Tennessee to begin Project
construction, and it is unlikely that FERC will authorize any construction in time for Tennessee to
complete such work prior to seasonal restrictions imposed by the federal government to protect
nesting birds and other species. In all likelihood, FERC will not authorize Tennessee to clear trees
and begin construction until October 2016. Separately, Tennessee's request to use
Commonwealth land remains pending before the Massachusetts Legislature, which could act to
moot this case at any time.
Nor is Tennessee able to prevail on the legal merits of its motions. Most importantly,
Tennessee's legal claim to construct the Project on Commonwealth land (which it intends to
vindicate through its motion seeking confirmation of its condemnation authority) is without
merit; Article 97 of the Amendments to the Massachusetts Constitution ("Article 97") protects
conservation land like the DCR land where Tennessee seeks to build the Project and is not
preempted by the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. § 717 et seq. ("NGA"). In sum, there is no legal or
equitable basis for the extraordinary relief Tennessee seeks.
BACKGROUND
Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution
Natural resource conservation and protection is a vital part of the Commonwealth's identity
and heritage. Indeed, "conservation and environmental protection are express obligations of the
[state] government," enshrined in Article 97. New England Forestry Foundation v. Bd. of
Assessors ofHawley, 468 Mass. 138, 152 (2014). The environmental benefits provided by
protected conservation land "extend beyond the parcel of land itself," and include sustaining
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wildlife and species habitat, purifying the air by filtering harmful particulates, maintaining clean
drinking water sources by filtering contaminants from groundwater, controlling the damaging
effects of storm water runoff, and promoting "ecosystem resilience" in the face of climate
change. Id. at 150-51.
Article 97 was adopted by the Massachusetts Legislature and ratified by a ballot vote of the
Commonwealth's citizens on November 7, 1972. It provides in pertinent part:
The people shall have the right to clean air and water, freedom from excessive and
unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic, historic, and esthetic qualities of their
environment; and the protection of the people in their right to the conservation,
development and utilization of the agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air, and other
natural resources is hereby declared to be a public purpose.
In the furtherance of the foregoing powers, the general court shall have the power to
provide for the taking, upon payment of just compensation therefor, or for the
acquisition by purchase or otherwise, of lands and easements or such other interests
therein as may be deemed necessary to accomplish these purposes.
Lands and easements taken or acquired for such purposes shall not be used for other
purposes or otherwise disposed of except by laws enacted by a two thirds vote,
taken by yeas and nays, of each branch of the general court.
Most important here, the final sentence provides that lands or easements taken or acquired
for Article 97 conservation purposes shall not be subject to any change in use or other disposition
except by laws enacted by a two-thirds vote of each branch of the legislature, taken on a roll call
vote. As then Attorney General Robert H. Quinn articulated shortly after Article 97 was ratified:
[Article 97] provides a new range of protection for public lands far beyond existing
law. Article 97 seeks to prevent government from ill-considered misuse or other
disposition of public lands and interests held for conservation, development or

2

Article 97 was drafted to supersede Article 49 of the Amendments to the Massachusetts
Constitution, ("Article 49"). Adopted and ratified in 1918, Article 49 embodied the public trust doctrine
prior to the adoption of Article 97. See Mahajcm v. Dept. of Environmental Protection, 464 Mass. 604,
611, n.3 (2013); Quinn Opinion, discussed infra, at 141-42 (noting that Article 97 broadens the scope of
the public trust and prior public use doctrines embodied in Article 49 "[n]ot only because of the greater
broadness in 'public purpose,' changed from 'public uses' appearing in Article 49, but also because
Article 97 establishes that the protection to be afforded by the Amendment is not only of public uses but
of certain express rights of the people" [namely] "the protection of the people in their right to the
conservation, development and utilization of. . . natural resources.").
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utilization of natural resources. If land is misused a portion of the public's natural
resources may be forever lost, and no less so than by outright transfer.
Opinion of Attorney General Robert H. Quinn, June 30, 1973, Rep. A.G. Pub. Doc. 12 at 139,
141-142 ("Quinn Opinion"); Cf. Mahajan, 464 Mass. at 614, n. 14.
Article 97 is the Commonwealth's constitutional embodiment of the public trust doctrine,
which has origins in Massachusetts law dating back to the Colonial Ordinances of 1641-1647.
See Fafard v. Conservation Comm'n of Barnstable, 432 Mass. 194, 198 (2000) (discussing
doctrine's applicability to tidelands, as applied by G.L. c. 91). Under the doctrine, the
Commonwealth holds certain land in trust for the public. Id. Article 97 serves as the bulwark that
protects the public rights in lands taken or acquired for conservation purposes. See Hawley, 468
Mass. at 153 (Article 97 creates "a duty of the government" to safeguard natural resources);
Quinn Opinion at 140-142.
Furthermore, Article 97 governs a critical component of the Commonwealth's sovereignty.
The Supreme Court has held repeatedly that a State has "an interest independent of and behind
the titles of its citizens, in all the earth and air within its domain. It has the last word as to
whether its mountains shall be stripped of their forests and its inhabitants shall breathe pure air."
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 518-19 (2007) (quoting Georgia v. Tennessee Copper Co.,
206 U.S. 230, 237 (1907)).
Commonwealth's Investment in Conservation Land
The Commonwealth invested over $360 million in land protection between 2007 and 2014,
acquiring significant state-owned conservation land including wildlife management areas,
protected core habitat areas, and priority habitat lands for state-listed species.3 This $360 million

3

See Pre-filing comments of Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Secretary Bartlett dated September 16, 2014 for Tennessee's Northeast Energy Direct pipeline project
("NED"), at 3, available at http://www.nmcog.org/Websites/nmcog/images/Gas Pipeline/9-16-14-EEANED-Pre-fiIing-letter-.pdf. Tennessee's NED project is the largest of several natural gas pipeline projects
currently under FERC review in the New England region. See Comments of Attorney General Maura
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figure does not include the significant expenditures on conservation land made separately by
charitable trusts and nonprofits. Id. The Commonwealth's substantial investment in conservation
land is money well spent. A 2013 report found that every dollar invested in land conservation
returned four dollars in natural goods and services to the Massachusetts economy, including
recreation and tourism related to protected open space and the fish and wildlife habitat.4
The Commonwealth and its natural resource agencies have a longstanding commitment to
ensure Article 97 compliance, especially given the Commonwealth's substantial investments in
conserving its land and natural resources under the protections of Article 97. Should the
Legislature no longer view Article 97 as a permanent protection subject only to override by its
own supermajority vote, the Legislature may be increasingly reluctant to provide Massachusetts'
Executive Branch natural resource agencies with budget funding to acquire conservation land.
Likewise, private landowners may be reluctant or unwilling to sell or donate valuable
conservation property to the Commonwealth, or to grant the Commonwealth a conservation
restriction in their property protected by Article 97, if such protection is no longer viewed as
subject to change only by supermajority legislative action.5 See also Attorney General Maura
Healey's comments on FERC's Environmental Assessment for the Project ("EA"), at 2, attached
as Exhibit A.

Healey on the Environmental Assessment ("EA") for the Project, at 2, attached as Exhibit A. The
proposed NED pipeline alone crosses at least one hundred parcels of conservation land protected by
Article 97, including some conservation land owned by the Commonwealth. Id. n.l.
4 See The Trust for Public Land, The Return on Investment in Parks and Open Spaces in
Massachusetts (September 2013), https://www.tpl.org/sites/default/files/cloud.tpl.org/pubs/benefits-maroi-report.pdf
5 See Comments of the Massachusetts Wildlife Board on the NED project, August 27, 2015, at 2,
attached as "Exhibit B" (raising concerns about the "the long-term effects" of governmental and private
entities' ability to acquire and hold land in trust for conservation purposes in the event of any change in
use or dissolution of Article 97 land to accommodate a natural gas pipeline project, noting that "[t]he
reputational cost to those entities charged with protecting public lands is significant" when these
protections are subject to federal preemption).
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Otis State Forest
In 2007, the Commonwealth, at a cost of $5.2 million in taxpayer dollars, acquired 900
acres for the Otis State Forest as highly valuable and unique conservation land.6 See Exhibit D, at
3. Prior to its acquisition in 2007, the Commonwealth identified this 900-acre property as a
prime target for acquisition as conservation land to be protected by Article 97. Id.1 The
protection of 900 acres in the Otis State Forest was among the most significant and costly
conservation land purchases in the Commonwealth's history. See Exhibit D at 3. This property
includes the area Tennessee seeks to condemn through this action.
This pristine property includes fifteen acres of eastern hemlock old growth forest—one of
the largest old growth stands known in the Commonwealth and a rare resource containing trees
more than 400 years old. Id. In addition, the conservation land is home to rare animal and plant
species listed and protected under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act, G.L. c. 131A
("MESA"), mature deciduous woodlands, rolling meadows, Lower Spectacle Pond, and unique
historic sites, including an old mill village, and the longest wooded stretch of the Knox Cannon
trail, over which cannons were brought from Fort Ticonderoga in New York to Boston in 1776.
Id. The area around the 62-acre Lower Spectacle Pond is part of interconnected open space
encompassing more than 8,500 acres, including BioMap Core Habitat, a conservation planning

6

In 2006, Mass Audubon purchased a large tract of the land which became part of the 900-acre Otis
State Forest conservation acquisition by the Commonwealth a year later. Although Mass Audubon sold
the land to the Commonwealth for conservation purposes and perpetual protection under Article 97, it
incurred substantial costs it was unable to recoup in the sale. See Mass Audubon letter and statement of
interest, amicus curiae discussed infra at p.12, and attached as "Exhibit C." Without Mass Audubon's
involvement, it is unlikely that the Commonwealth could have acquired this important Article 97
conservation land. See also Mass Audubon amicus brief filed in this case on April 7, 2016 (raising
charitable trust doctrine and arguing that the doctrine is not preempted by the NGA).
7 See also Resource Assessment: Spectacle Pond Farm at Otis State Forest, MA DCR (December
2007).
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designation tool used to describe the most ecologically valuable lands in the Commonwealth by
the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife ("MA DFW").g
The Otis State Forest is controlled and managed by defendant MA DCR as conservation
land protected by Article 97. As proposed, the Project crosses through approximately two miles
of Otis State Forest in Sandisfield, Massachusetts for which easements are needed (hereinafter
"Easements" or the "Easement"). See EA, at 75-76.9 The Project would impact more than twenty
acres of Article 97 conservation land, including permanent impacts to six acres of new pipeline
right-of-way for which a permanent easement is required, along with construction impacts to
more than fifteen acres (characterized by Tennessee as "temporary easements"). More than one
million gallons of water will be withdrawn from Lower Spectacle Pond for pressure-testing the
Project pipeline. Id. at 48-49; final environmental impact report certificate ("FEIR") issued under
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act ("MEPA"),10 at 14; MEPA Section 61 Certificate, at 3,
8.1' Although the water will be discharged to an adjacent vegetated upland area and will flow
back into Spectacle Pond after testing, the withdrawal will permanently lower the Pond's depth.
Id. The Project also impacts wildlife and rare plant and animal species listed and protected under
MESA, including Wood Turtles (Glyptemys insculpta) and Umber Shadowdragon dragonflies
(Neurocrdulia obseleta), in addition to the Northern Long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis),
listed and protected as a threatened species under the federal Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1531 et seq. See FEIR at 3, 14; EA at 66-67.

8

See Biomap2: Conserving the Biodiversity of Massachusetts in a Changing World, MA DFW
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program and The Nature Conservancy (2010),
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/dfg/nhesp/land-protection-and-management/biomap2-summary-report.pdf.
9 EA available at https://www.ferc.gov/industries/gas/enviro/eis/2015/10-23-15-ea.asp
10 FEIR available at
http://209.80.128.250/EEA/emepa/mepadocs/2015/042215em/sc/eir/15205%20FEIR%20Connecticut%20
Expansion.pdf
11 MEPA Section 61 Certificate available at
http://209.80.128.250/EEA/emepa/mepadocs/2015/062415em/sc/npc/15205%20Sec%2061%)20Findings
%20Connecticut%20Expansion%20Project.pdf
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Tennessee's Project
As proposed, Tennessee's Connecticut Expansion pipeline project consists of three
separate, unconnected stretches of pipeline to transport highly pressurized natural gas through
portions of three states, including construction of a thirty-six inch diameter pipeline through
nearly four miles in Massachusetts (as used herein, the "Project" refers to the Massachusetts
portion of three-section pipeline expansion). On July 31, 2014, Tennessee filed its application
under section 7(c) of the NGA and applicable FERC regulations for authorization to construct
the Project. FERC issued a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the Project
("FERC Certificate" or "Certificate") on March 11, 2016.12 Thereafter, defendant MA DCR filed
a timely motion to intervene and was granted intervenor status in the FERC proceeding. The
Project has undergone MEPA review and the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs ("EOEEA") issued the FEIR on April 17, 2015, along with required
findings under M.G.L. c. 30, § 61 on June 5, 2015 ("MEPA Section 61 Certificate").
Because Otis State Forest is protected under Article 97, a bill was filed on Tennessee's
behalf in the Massachusetts House of Representatives, seeking the required Legislative approval
for the Easement. The bill. An Act relative to the conveyance of an easement in the town of
Sandisfield, Massachusetts, 189tl1 Leg. (2015) ("H.3690" or "Bill"), was referred to the Joint
Committee on State Administration and Regulatory Oversight ("SARO"). See March 28, 2016
Affidavit of Rep. Peter V. Kocot, Chair, SARO ("Kocot Aff") ^ 2, attached as "Exhibit D." See
also April 6, 2016, Affidavit of Steven T. James, Clerk of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives ("James Aff") |11, attached as "Exhibit E."
Following this referral, the SARO undertook the review and study practices it conducts for
any land disposition bill in order to make an informed recommendation for the Bill's disposition
based on a complete record. See Kocot Aff. Till 3-6. As part of this review, the House Chairman
12

•
See FERC Certificate,
attached to Tennessee's verified complaint.
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of the SARO conducted a "site visit" tour of the Easement land, reviewed all FERC filings and
MEPA documents for the Project, and sought additional information from EOEEA, MA DCR,
and the Division of Capital Asset and Management related to the Easement. Id.

5, 6. In

addition, the SARO House Chairman met on several occasions with several Tennessee
representatives and issued to Tennessee requests for information regarding the Project and
Easement. Id. As part of its usual practice, the SARO sought information from Tennessee
concerning wetland impacts and Tennessee's "mitigation agreement" with EOEEA and the
Town of Sandisfield to comply with the EOEEA's Article 97 Land Disposition Policy, which
Tennessee agreed to comply with as part of the MEPA review process. Id.

7, 8. See also

MEPA Section 61 Certificate at 5-6.
On November 10, 2015, the SARO held a public hearing on the Bill. Id. 110. "Between the
referral of H.3690 to SARO and the public hearing on the bill, the [House Chairman of the
SARO] received no such information from [Tennessee] related to the mitigation agreement." Id.
9. At the public hearing, the House Chairman of the SARO again asked Tennessee to provide
the requested information, /c/, ^ 11. To date, Tennessee has not provided the SARO with
complete responses to the Committee's requests for information regarding the mitigation
agreement. Id. ^ 12. Without this requested information, the Committee did not have a complete
record and all information necessary to determine whether to report the Bill out with a favorable
(ought to pass), or unfavorable (ought not to pass) recommendation. Id. fflf 4, 12, 14, 19. In order
to avoid an automatic unfavorable report for any bill that receives no committee
recommendation, the SARO reported H.3690 as part of a study order in order to allow continued
investigation and consideration of the Bill. Id.

15. See also James Aff.

7-9. Thus, the Bill

remains active and could be favorably reported until the end of the legislative session on January
3, 2017. See Kocot Aff.

14-20; James Aff. fflf 12, 13. "Once SARO receives all the pending
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responses from [Tennessee] to its information requests on H.3690, it will determine its
recommendation on the disposition of the bill." Kocot Aff. 120.
FERC's March 25 and March 30,2016 Information Requests Delaying the Project
On March 22, 2016, Tennessee filed with FERC a voluminous construction implementation
plan for the Project.

1o

FERC must approve this implementation plan before it can authorize any on-

Site work to start the Project's construction. Id. Tennessee's March 22 FERC submittal also
requested that FERC issue a Limited Notice to Proceed, authorizing Tennessee to cut trees in the
Otis State Forest before seasonal restrictions on tree cutting to protect nesting birds and other
species.14 In response, on March 25, 2016, FERC sent Tennessee an information request which
asked Tennessee to promptly confirm that it will not cut trees in any area for which it has no
easement, "including lands protected under Article 97 of Massachusetts State Constitution"
(emphasis added). See FERC March 25 Information Request, attached as "Exhibit F." With its
March 25 Request to Tennessee, FERC made clear that it will not authorize tree cutting in Article
97 land until the Legislature votes to approve the Easement under Article 97, or until a court
determines the preemption question on the merits. See discussion infra at 21-28.
FERC's March 25 information request also asked Tennessee to provide evidence that the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection ("MA DEP") concurs with Tennessee's
assertion that a Section 401 Water Quality Certificate, which MA DEP issues under the federal
Clean Water Act, is not required for non-mechanized tree felling for the proposed Project. See 33
U.S.C. § 1341. MA DEP is in the process of addressing the potential impacts from tree felling in

13 See Tennessee's March 22,2016 implementation
•
• plan FERC submission,
•
available at
http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/file_list.asp?accession_num=20160322-5172.
14 See Tennessee March 22, 2016 Request for Limited Notice to Proceed, available at
http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/file_list.asp7accession_nunF20160322-5172. Tennessee's tree-cutting
request states that it "will fell trees using hand-held equipment only, will not use mechanized equipment
to accomplish this activity, and will use equipment that will not rut soil or cause damage to root systems,"
and that felled trees will be left in place on the ground until FERC issues a subsequent Notice to Proceed
with Project construction after October 1, 2016.
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the Easement area and whether such activity requires a Section 401 Certificate. In particular, MA
DEP is concerned with potential impacts to wetlands and waterbodies from leaving felled trees in
place until next fall. See discussion infra at 18-19.
On March 30, 2016, FERC sent Tennessee a second request for information regarding treecutting. See FERC March 30 Information Request, attached as "Exhibit G." Among other things,
the March 30 information request asked Tennessee to provide FERC with all correspondence from
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS") regarding Tennessee's tree-cutting
deadline extension request. USFWS prohibits tree cutting for between April 1 and September 30 in
order to protect nesting migratory birds and the Northern Long-eared bat {Myo I is septentrionalis),
listed and protected as a threatened species under the federal Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §
1531 et seq. See EA at 65, 67.15 Tennessee requested that this tree cutting deadline be extended
until May 1, but USFWS has not acted on that request. See Tennessee Br. at 18.
FERC's March 2016 information requests make clear that it will not authorize Tennessee to
proceed with tree cutting until the Massachusetts Legislature votes to approve the Easement under
Article 97 or a court resolves the question whether the NGA and the FERC Certificate preempt
Article 97 should the Legislature fail to approve the Easement. Further, FERC will not authorize
tree cutting unless and until (1) the USFWS extends the tree-cutting deadline until May 1 and (2)
MA DEP determines that non-mechanical tree cutting may proceed prior to issuance of a Section
401 Water Quality Certification. It is unlikely that both of these federal law prerequisites will
occur in the next two weeks in time for Tennessee to complete tree cutting by May 1.
15 "Tree

clearing and ground disturbing activities could cause disturbance during critical breeding and
nesting periods, potentially resulting in the loss of nests, eggs, or young birds. ... To minimize
disturbance during migratory bird critical nesting periods, Tennessee would conduct all tree clearing
activities between October 1 and March 31." EA at 65. In addition, the USFWS New England Office
directed that tree clearing activities be conducted only between October 1 and March 30 to avoid clearing
occupied roosting habitat of the Northern Long-eared bat {Myotis septentrionalis). "Because Tennessee
has committed to winter tree clearing to prevent impacts to bat species, we conclude that the Project may
affect, but would likely not adversely affect the Northern Long-eared bat." EA at 67 (emphasis in
original).
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ARGUMENT
I.

Tennessee's Motions are Premature and Unripe.
Under the circumstances presented to the Court, it should not reach the legal merits of

Tennessee's claim to condemn the Easement. As discussed below, the legislative process for
Tennessee to obtain Article 97 approval is still pending, the underlying FERC proceeding is not
complete, and Tennessee has not fulfilled all of its obligations under the FERC Certificate and
other federal laws. In light of these open issues, proceeding to the merits of Tennessee's motions
is neither necessary nor wise, and the Court should reject Tennessee's effort to interject the Court
into its unfinished permitting process for the Project.
A. The Legislature Is Still Considering Easement Authorization Under Article 97.
As discussed supra at 8-9, no vote has yet been scheduled on H.3960, filed in July 2015 on
Tennessee's behalf seeking legislative approval for the Easement under Article 97. Tennessee
argues that because Article 97 approval by the Massachusetts Legislature was not included
among the express environmental conditions for the FERC Certificate, it need no longer wait for
legislative action on H.3690. See Tennessee Br. at 5-6, 11. Because DCR will not convey the
Easement until authorized by vote of the Legislature, Tennessee claims this Court must ignore
any discussion of Article 97 in the FERC Certificate and issue an order confirming Tennessee's
authority to condemn the Easement under the FERC Certificate and NGA, which, Tennessee
argues, preempt Article 97. /J. at 11-15.
FERC "encourages applicants to cooperate with state and local agencies regarding the
location of pipeline facilities, environmental mitigation measures, and construction procedures."
See FERC Certificate, 30,

85. The FERC Certificate goes to great lengths to emphasize the

particular requirements of Article 97 and the fact that Tennessee has not yet complied with those
requirements. See FERC Certificate 28-30, ^ 80-82, 84. While FERC did not expressly
condition the Certificate on legislative approval of the Easement under Article 97, FERC did
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include as a Certificate term16 a requirement that Tennessee make a good faith, reasonable effort
to comply with Article 97, especially because it initiated legislative approval by having the Bill
filed:
That a state or local authority requires something more or different than the Commission
does not necessarily make it unreasonable for an applicant to comply with both the
Commission's and state or local agency's requirements. It is true that additional state and
local procedures or requirements could impose more costs on an applicant or cause some
delays in constructing a pipeline. Not all additional costs or delays, however, are
unreasonable in light of the Commission's goal to include state and local authorities to the
extent possible in the planning and construction activities of pipeline applicants. ... A rule
of reason must govern both the state and local authorities' exercise of their power and an
applicant's bona fide attempts to comply with state and local requirements.
FERC Certificate, at 30, ][ 85. See also Id. at 29-30, fflf 82, 84 (discussing Article 97 and
H.3690). At the March 31, 2016 scheduling conference on Tennessee's motions, Tennessee
urged this Court to ignore FERC's discussion of Article 97, which covers almost three pages in
the Certificate, at 28-30,

80-82, 84, 85. See Transcript of March 31, 2016 Scheduling

Conference ("Tr.") at 51-54 (on file with the Court). Contrary to Tennessee's argument that the
language in paragraph 85 and 86 of the FERC Certificate only applies prior to FERC's issuance
of a Certificate, see Tr. at 53-54, nothing in the plain language of the FERC Certificate indicates
or implies that Tennessee may cease following through with bona fide efforts once the
Certificate issues. If Tennessee does not like FERC's Certificate term providing for reasonable,
good faith efforts to comply with Article 97, it may challenge that and any other Certificate term
or condition by first seeking rehearing before FERC, followed by judicial review once FERC
acts on the rehearing request. See Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., 749 F. Supp. 427, 430 (D.R.I.
1990). But neither Tennessee nor this Court may disregard any Certificate term or condition.

In addition to certificate conditions, FERC may also include required certificate terms. See 15
U.S.C, §717f(e) (FERC "shall have the power to attach to the issuance of the certificate and to the
exercise of the rights granted thereunder such reasonable terms and conditions as the public convenience
and necessity may require" (emphasis added)).
16
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Thus, the FERC Certificate requires that Tennessee make a reasonable and good faith effort
•
• 1 7
•
to comply with Article 97. Tennessee has not. As discussed supra at 12-13, Tennessee
prevented the Bill from moving forward to a vote in the Legislature by refusing to cooperate and
provide the SARO with necessary information. See Kocot Aff.

6-9, 11-12, 14, 19. Rather than

• •
•
•
18 •
"diligently" seeking to effect the Bill's enactment, it appears that Tennessee merely "went
through the motions" in bad faith by having the Bill introduced on its behalf in order to get
through state MEPA and federal NEPA review, with no intention of seeing the Bill through to a
vote. Kocot Aff. ^ 7-9, 11-12,14, 19-20.19 No vote has yet been scheduled for the legislative
approval of the Easement under Article 97 only because Tennessee has obstructed the legislative
process and refused to cooperate with the Legislature. Id. Rather than allow the legislative
process to play out, Tennessee preemptively filed the current action seeking immediate
•
•
• 90
possession and access to begin Project construction.
In light of Tennessee's decision to flout the good faith requirement of the FERC
Certificate, and for the other reasons set forth above, this Court should deny Tennessee's motions
as premature and unripe. At a minimum, the Court should not act before the end of the current

17

Tennessee cites cases for the proposition that the NGA does not require that pipeline proponents
make a good faith effort to acquire easements through negotiated agreements with property owners. See
Tennessee Br. at 11, n.9. Here, the FERC Certificate expressly requires that Tennessee make a good faith
effort to comply with Article 97. See FERC Certificate at 30,
84-85. More generally, some federal
courts disagree with Tennessee's interpretation of the NGA. See Alliance Pipeline L.P. v. 4.360 Acres of
Land, More or Less, in S/2 of Section 29, Twp. 163 N., Range 85 IV., Renville Cty., N.D., 746 F.3d 362,
367-68 (8th Cir. 2014) ("Courts are split as to whether § 717f(h) contains an implied requirement of
good-faith negotiation. Compare USG Pipeline Co. v. 1.74 Acres in Marion Cnty., Tenn., 1 F.Supp.2d
816, 822 (E.D.Tenn.1998), and Kern River Ga. Transmission Co. v. Clark County., Nev., 757 F.Supp.
1110, 1113 (D.Nev. 1990), [(good faith required)] with Maritimes & Ne. Pipeline, L.L.C. v. Decoulos, 146
Fed. Appx. 495, 498 (1st Cir.2005)[unpublished] [(declining to impose a good faith requirement)]).
18 See Tennessee Br. at 5.
19 To date, Tennessee has not provided the SARO with any of the requested information necessary for
the Committee to report the Bill with a recommendation. See Kocot Aff. ^ 12, 14, 19. The Bill is thus
still active, and a vote will be pending once Tennessee responds to the outstanding information requests
and the Committee reports the bill out of study. See Id.
14-20.
20 Indeed, Tennessee filed the motions pending before this Court less than a week after the FERC
Certificate issued.
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legislative session on January 3, 2017, in order to give Tennessee an opportunity to respond to
the Legislature's outstanding information requests and thus to provide the Legislature with an
opportunity to exercise its authority and duty under the Massachusetts Constitution.

1

B. The Project's FERC Certificate Remains Subject to Further Review.
As of today, the FERC administrative process for the Project remains incomplete.
Sandisfield Taxpayers Opposing the Pipeline ("STOP"), a stakeholder organization of
Sandisfield residents impacted by the Project, and Northeast Energy Solutions, Inc. ("NEES"), a
not-for-profit corporation with more than 101,000 individual members in Massachusetts
dedicated to providing public education and advocacy related to energy transportation projects,
will soon be filing timely motions for rehearing of the FERC Certificate decision for the Project
pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 717r(a), asking FERC to set aside the Certificate as invalid because
FERC did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.
("NEPA"), among other challenges. See March 24, 2016 Affidavit of STOP member Jean
Atwater-Williams ("STOP Aff.) ffll 4-7, attached as "Exhibit H"; March 28, 2016 Affidavit of
NEES counsel Vincent DeVito, Esq. ^ 2-8, attached as "Exhibit I."22
FERC must act on these requests for rehearing within 30 days. See 15 U.S.C. § 717r (a).
Following FERC's decision on the rehearing requests, STOP and NEES will likely seek judicial
review, raising the same challenges to the FERC Certificate. See 15 U.S.C. § 717r. Because

21

Rather than prematurely reach an important question of first impression involving preemption and
the Massachusetts Constitution, this Court should let the legislative process play out because the
preemption question will be moot and Tennessee will be able to construct the Project in the Otis State
Forest if the pending bill passes. See Kocot Aff.
14-20. CfVaqueria Tres Monjitas, Inc. v. Pagan, 748
F,3d 21, 26 (1st Cir. 2014) ("[C]ourts are not to reach constitutional issues where alternative grounds for
resolution are available."); Commonwealth v. Bartlett, 31A Mass. 744, 749 (1978) (same).
22 In addition, STOP, on March 21, 2016, served FERC with a sixty-day notice of its intent to file an
action under the citizen suit provisions of the federal Clean Water Act against FERC and Tennessee in
federal district court, alleging that FERC violated that Act by issuing a the Certificate for the Project prior
to MA DEP's issuance of a Section 401 Water Quality Certificate permit required by the Clean Water
Act. See STOP Aff. K 9. This potential challenge is yet another source of uncertainty about the
Certificate's legitimacy.
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FERC on rehearing or the Court of Appeals on judicial review could set aside or modify the
FERC Certificate terms and conditions, Tennessee's motions before this Court are premature and
unripe. See generally 104 Acres of Land, 749 F.Supp., at 430 (stating that challenges to the
propriety or validity of the certificate must first be brought to FERC on an application for
rehearing and thereafter by seeking review by a Circuit Court of Appeals).
C. Tennessee Has Not Received all Federal Permits Required for the Project.
FERC's Certificate for the Project is conditioned on Tennessee receiving all required
permits, including a Section 401 Water Quality Certificate and a Section 404 permit under the
federal Clean Water Act— neither of which Tennessee has yet obtained. See Certificate, App. B,
Condition 9, at 60; EA, at 26, tbl. A-7, 27-29.

O'X

Tennessee has applied for but not yet obtained

Section 401 certification from MA DEP and a Section 404 permit from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers ("USACOE"). See 33 U.S.C. § 1341 and 33 U.S.C. §1344.24 Both MA DEP and the
USACOE are still completing their respective Section 401 Certificate and 404 permit reviews.
See discussion infra at 18-19.

23

"Prior to receiving written authorization from the Director of OEP to commence construction of
their respective project facilities, Tennessee shall file with the Secretary documentation that it has
received all applicable authorizations required under federal law (or evidence of waiver thereof)." FERC
Certificate, App. B, Condition 9, at 60 (emphasis in original).
24 The NGA does not preempt federal permitting requirements, including those required under the
federal Clean Water Act. Section 401(a)(1) of the Clean Water Act mandates that any applicant seeking a
federal license "to conduct any activity" which "may result in any discharge into the navigable waters"
must obtain "a certification from the State in which the discharge originates." 33 U.S.C. § 1341(a)(1)
(emphasis added). Because USACOE permitting under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act is limited to
"the discharge of dredged or fill material" into waters, Certification under Section 401 covers a much
broader scope of activities which may impact water quality than those permitted under Section 404. Thus,
Tennessee's assertion to FERC that a USACOE determination that tree cutting may proceed prior to
issuance of a Section 404 permit is dispositive the question of whether tree cutting may proceed prior to
MA DEP issuance of a 401 Certificate is wrong as a matter of law. See Tennessee's March 30 response to
FERC, available at http://elibrary.FERC.gov/idmws/file_list.asp?accession_num=20160330-5304. The
legislative history of Section 401 states that "[t]he purpose of the certification mechanism provided in this
law is to assure that Federal licensing or permitting agencies cannot override State water quality
requirements." S. Rep. No. 92-414 (1971).
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FERC's conditioning of the Project Certificate on issuance of all required federal permits
ensures that construction does not commence until FERC is certain not only that the Project will
be built, but that all environmental conditions and mitigation measures are established and final.
This requirement is particularly important to assure that the Commonwealth's investment in
unique, pristine and valuable conservation resources in the constitutionally protected Otis State
Forest do not suffer irreversible harm before all environmental conditions and mitigation
measures are final. See discussion infra at 20-21.
II.

Tennessee Has Not and Cannot Make the Showing Required for the Extraordinary
Relief It Seeks.
Tennessee asks this Court to grant a preliminary injunction ordering that Tennessee may

take immediate possession of and access the Commonwealth's constitutionally protected
conservation land so that it may cut trees and begin Project construction. Tennessee seeks this
relief before this Court has issued a final judgment ordering condemnation and determining the
amount of just compensation owed the Commonwealth for the Easement. See Tennessee's
Motion for a preliminary injunction. See also Tennessee Br. at 17-18. In particular, Tennessee
seeks immediate access in order to cut trees in the Otis State Forest before the USFWS treecutting deadline. Id.
Courts analyze a request for a preliminary injunction by balancing the irreparable harm of
denying the preliminary relief and any harm to the defendant resulting from granting the relief,
by considering each party's likelihood of success on the merits, and by considering the public
interest. See, e.g., Gonzalez-Droz v. Gonzalez-Colon, 573 F.3d 75, 79 (1st Cir. 2009); Tri-Nel
Management, Inc. v. Board of Health of Barnstable, 433 Mass. 217, 219 (2001). These factors
strongly favor denial of Tennessee's motion for preliminary injunction.
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A. Tennessee Will Not Be Irreparably Harmed if This Court Denies the Relief It
Seeks.
Tennessee has no immediate need for a preliminary injunction. For the next several months
at least, Tennessee is not in a position to move forward with project construction, including treecutting, in Otis State Forest. As discussed supra at 10-11, Tennessee is prevented by current
USFWS regulations, on the one hand, and FERC pronouncements, on the other hand, from
commencing tree cutting until both a six month federal moratorium on such cutting expires and
either the company obtains Article 97 approval from the Legislature or a court rules on the merits
of the company's preemption claim as to that constitutional protection for Massachusetts forests.
FERC will not authorize tree cutting unless and until the USFWS extends the tree-cutting
deadline until May 1. For the past month, Tennessee has been informing this Court that it soon
expects USFWS to extend the tree cutting deadline in place to prevent irreparable harm to breeding
and nesting migratory birds and roosting bats listed and protected under the federal Endangered
Species Act. See discussion supra at 11, n.5; See also EA at 65, 67. But as of today, USFWS has
not granted an extension. If USFWS does not extend the deadline, Tennessee will not be able to
begin cutting tress until October, 2016.
Furthermore, FERC will not authorize tree cutting unless and until MA DEP determines that
non-mechanical tree cutting may proceed prior to MA DEP's issuance of a Section 401 Water
Quality Certification. MA DEP is still in the process of completing its technical review and
drafting of the Section 401 Certificate.

In addition, MA DEP is still reviewing Tennessee's

request to cut trees in the Easement area and analyzing whether such activity requires and must be
conditioned in the Section 401 Certificate.26 In particular, MA DEP is concerned with potential

25

If a Section 401 Certificate does not issue by mid-July 2016, FERC will deem MA DEP to have
waived issuance of a Section 401 Certification and conditions. See AES Sparrows Point LNG v. Wilson,
589 F.3d 721, 728-30 (4th Cir. 2009).
26 FERC recently denied a similar request by another pipeline where FERC had issued a certificate
but New York had not yet issued a Section 401 Water Quality Certificate. See FERC January 29, 2016
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impacts to wetlands and waterbodies from leaving felled trees in place until next fall—activity
which was not proposed or analyzed for potential water quality and other environmental impacts
•

during the MEPA review process.

11

-

—

While MA DEP is proceeding promptly with its review, it is

unlikely that it will make a determination soon enough for FERC to approve tree cutting in time
for Tennessee to complete all required cutting by May 1.
Thus, Tennessee will suffer no harm if this Court denies its motion for a preliminary
injunction because FERC very likely will not authorize tree felling in Article 97 conservation land
in time for Tennessee to complete tree cutting before the USFWS deadline, even if it is extended to
May 1, 2016.

Even with immediate possession and access, Tennessee will in all likelihood not be

able to cut trees and start construction in the Easement until October 2016, once the migratory bird
nesting season has closed. In the other words, a preliminary injunction will avert none of the

"Partial Notice to Proceed with Tree Felling and Variance Requests" in FERC Docket CP13-449-000 for
the Constitution Pipeline, available at http://elibrary.FERC.gov/idmws/file_list.asp?accession_num=201601293019 (denying pipeline request to fell trees and leave them in place until fall to meet USFWS March 31,
2016, tree cutting deadline where the New York Department of Environmental Conservation had not yet
issued Section 401 Certificate). Because Constitution had "obtained all necessary federal clearances from
Pennsylvania," FERC's notice "approves limited non-mechanical tree felling in Pennsylvania only" and
"does not authorize tree felling in New York" for which the Section 401 Certificate had not yet issued
(emphasis in original). Id.
27 Tennessee's 401 Certificate application states that it will "immediately" remove vegetation upon it
being cut and, in particular, emphasizes that "tress that have [after felling] inadvertently fallen into
M'aterbodies or beyond the [right of way] shall be removed immediately." See Tennessee 401 Water Quality
Certification, Book 1, at 5-21 (emphasis added). At least one study has determined that leaving cut trees on
site increases turbidity in nearby waterbodies. See Marryanna, L. et al., Water Quality Response to Clear
Felling Trees for Forest Plantation Establishment At Bukit Tarek F. R., Selangor, 18[1] Journal of Physical
Science, 33-45 (2007).
28 Tennessee informed this Court that it will need at least two weeks to commence and complete tree
cutting. See Tennessee Br. at 18 ("In the likely event that the tree clearing deadline is extended until May
1, 2016, Tennessee needs possession before April 15, 2016 to meet tree clearing deadlines"). Tennessee
subsequently informed FERC that it intends to cut trees for the Connecticut and New York portions of the
Project in early- to mid-April, and that it intends to cut trees in Massachusetts between April 24 and May
1, 2016. See Tennessee's March 30 letter to FERC, discussed supra at n. 24 (in response to FERC's
March 25 information request, Tennessee provided FERC with a project schedule which showed that it
hopes to begin tree cutting in Massachusetts on April 25 and finish on April 30).
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harms Tennessee asserts,

including increased construction costs and its inability to begin
•

•

supplying contracted gas starting in November 2016.

on

Furthermore, Tennessee's claims of harm resulting from its inability to fulfill contingent
contracts to deliver gas beginning in November 2016, must be weighed against the fact that once
constructed, the Project will fulfill contracts and generate revenues for Tennessee for dozens of
years, mitigating any economic harm Tennessee might suffer from missing FERC's November 1,
2016, in-service target date for the Project. See FERC Certificate at 51 (conditioning Certificate on
project being in service by March 10, 2018). By the FERC Certificate terms, Tennessee must make
a good faith effort to comply with Article 97, even if that may cause delay and additional costs
because "[n]ot all additional costs or delays, however, are unreasonable in light of the
Commission's goal to include state and local authorities to the extent possible in [pipeline]
planning and construction activities." See FERC Certificate, at 30,

85. See discussion supra at

12-14. Tennessee should not be rewarded with a preliminary injunction where it has failed to
follow state law procedures.
B. The Commonwealth May Suffer Irreparable Harm if This Court Grants
Tennessee's Preliminary Injunction Request.
The Commonwealth may well suffer irreparable harm if Tennessee is granted immediate
possession and allowed to conduct tree cutting or other Project construction activity that could
cause environmental harm before all required environmental permits have been finalized and
approved and before the preemption question is decided on the merits. As FERC's
Environmental Assessment for the Project concludes, the required tree-clearing "would cause
long-term impacts on the regrowth of forested areas to pre-construction conditions." See EA at

29
30

See Tennessee Br. at 18.
Cf Suarez-Cestero v. Pagan-Rosa, 172 P.3d 102, 104 (1st Cir. 1999) (denying preliminary

injunction. Court found no irreparable harm from administrative agency denial of sand extraction because
there was an independent executive moratorium on sand extraction in place).
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58. "Impacts to forested areas would be long-term, on the order of 20 to 50 years." Id. at 59. The
Project will also permanently impact more than ten acres of wetlands associated with tree
removal and conversion of forested wetlands to shrub wetlands. See FEIR at 9-10. The harm
from felling trees prior to the fmalization of conditions in all required federal environmental
permits could cause harm persisting for many decades, which courts have held constitutes
•
1 * felled trees •
• MA DEP's review
•
• • of
irreparable
harm.3 Leaving
in place prior
and determination
the need to condition such work in a Section 401 Certificate could cause adverse water quality
t
•
•
•
^9
impacts and irreparable environmental harm. See discussion supra at 18-19.

C. Tennessee Will Not Succeed On the Merits of its Claim that the NGA Preempts
Article 97.
This Court should deny Tennessee's motions because, in the event that the Legislature fails
to authorize the Easement, Article 97 is not preempted by the NGA.
The NGA may preempt state and local land use law and environmental requirements. See
e.g. Islander E. Pipeline Co., L.L.C. v. Blumenthal, 478 F. Supp. 2d 289, 293-94 (D. Conn.
2007) (holding that state environmental permitting requirements are preempted by NGA). The
NGA may also preempt state statutory or constitutional provisions that condition or limit
eminent domain takings. See e.g. Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co. v. MBTA, 2 F.Supp. 2d 106, 111
(D.Mass. 1998) (Massachusetts statute prohibiting eminent domain taking within railroad
property preempted by NGA); USG Pipeline Co. v. 1.74 Acres in Marion Cnty, Tenn., 1

31

See New York v. Shimecock Indian Nation, 523 P.Supp.2d 185, 301 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (finding
irreparable harm under preliminary injunction standard where "anticipated construction . . . will have a
detrimental environmental impact, some of which is essentially irreversible, such as the destruction of
trees"). See also Concerned Citizens of Chappaqua v. U.S. Dep't of Tramp., 579 F. Supp. 2d 427, 432
(S.D.N. Y. 2008) ("[T]he imminent felling of 61 trees constitutes irreparable harm" for the purposes of a
preliminary injunction, citing Amoco Prod. Co. v. Village of Gamhell, Alaska, 480 U.S. 531, 545 (1987);
"environmental injury, by its nature, "is often permanent or at least of long duration, i.e., irreparable").
32 Cf. Conservation Law Foundation v. Watt, 560 F. Supp. 561, 581-82 (D. Mass 1983) (finding
irreparable environmental harm in offshore oil lease sales proceeding without NEPA compliance); Sierra
Club v. Marsh, 872 F.2d 497, 499 (1st Cir. 1989) (affirming the rule of Watt and noting that harms to the
environment may constitute irreparable harms).
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F.Supp.2d 816, 826 (E.D. Term.1998) (state law provisions requiring that municipalities approve
by ordinance any condemnation of public ways and only for changes in use for a "higher" public
purpose preempted by NGA); Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. v. An Exclusive Natural Gas
Storage Easement, 747 F. Supp. 401 (N.D. Ohio 1990) (Ohio constitutional provisions regarding
eminent domain taking of land in public use preempted by NGA). See Tennessee Br. at 12-14.
No court, however, has addressed the question whether the NGA and FERC Orders under
the NGA preempt a public trust doctrine provision in a state constitution entrusting the state
legislature with sole authority to allow—by supermajority, roll call vote only—a change in use
or easement through conservation land when such land is dedicated and protected under express
provisions of the state constitution. Whether a FERC Certificate preempts a state constitutional
provision like Article 97 is, to our knowledge, a question of first impression raising important
issues about state sovereignty and the balance of federal and state power over a state's right to
protect and control its sovereign territory.
As discussed supra at 2-4, Article 97 extends land conservation protections beyond an area
traditionally regulated by the states. See Quinn Opinion at 141 (Article 97 "provides a new range
of protection for public lands far beyond existing law"). Article 97 is also unparalleled among
state constitutional provisions limiting or conditioning eminent domain takings of land in public
use.

TO

,

.

,

•

Because of the special and unique nature of Article 97 and for the reasons discussed

below, the NGA does not preempt Article 97.

33 Other

state constitutions contain provisions limiting eminent domain takings of land in public use
by requiring a balancing of the public interest in the change in use subject to the taking. But, to our
knowledge, no other state constitution establishes a right to natural resource conservation subject to the
exclusive authority of the legislature to modify or dispose of by supermajority, roll call vote.
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1. The NGA Does Not Preempt Article 97 Because States Have a Fundamental
Sovereign Interest in Conserving Their Territory.
At bottom, Tennessee's motions are without legal merit because Article 97 is not
preempted by the NGA under Supreme Court holdings that limit federal preemption where state
sovereignty is at stake.
Article 97 governs a critical component of the Commonwealth's sovereignty. The Supreme
Court has held repeatedly that a State, "in its capacity of quasi-sovereign," has "an interest
independent of and behind the titles of its citizens, in all the earth and air within its domain. It
has the last word as to whether its mountains shall be stripped of their forests and its inhabitants
shall breathe pure air." Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 518-19 (quoting Georgia v. Tennessee
Copper Co., 206 U.S. 230, 237 (1907)). A state has vital sovereign interests in ensuring that "the
forests on its mountains . . . should not be further destroyed or threatened by the act of persons
beyond its control." Tennessee Copper, 206 U.S. at 238.
Article 97 derives from and furthers those sovereign interests. The Massachusetts
Constitution declares that a clean and healthy environment and the protection of natural
resources is a fundamental, constitutional right of the Commonwealth's citizens, and establishes
provisions for ensuring protection of conservation land. See Article 97; Quinn Opinion at 140141("In short, Article 97 seeks to prevent government from ill-considered misuse or other
disposition of public lands and interests held for conservation, development or utilization of
natural resources. If land is misused a portion of the public's natural resources may be forever
lost, and no less so than by outright transfer"). In seeking to ensure that Tennessee complies with
the constitutionally mandated procedure for disposition of invaluable conservation territory in
Otis State Forest, Massachusetts is invoking one of the most fundamental attributes of its
sovereignty.
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2. Article 97 Is Not Preempted Because It Implicates the Commonwealth's
Sovereignty and Allocation of Powers Between Branches of Government.
The Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const, art. 6, cl. 2., establishes that the Constitution, federal
statutes, and treaties as "the supreme law of the land," and has long been interpreted to mandate
that federal law preempts state law when the two are in conflict. McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S.
316, 406(1819).
In Gregory v. Ashcroft, the U.S. Supreme Court defined an exception from federal
preemption for state law provisions that are fundamental to state sovereignty and implicate the
structure of state government, the exercise of state government authority, and the way in which a
state defines itself as a sovereign. 501 U.S. 452, 460-61 (1991). Under Gregory, the Court first
looks to congressional intent, emphasizing "that the historic police powers of the States were not
to be superseded by the Federal Act unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress."
Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218, 230 (1947); See also Arizona v. Inter Tribal
Council of Ariz., Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2247, 2256 (2013) ('"Congress does not exercise lightly' the
'extraordinary power to legislate in areas traditionally regulated by the States,"' quoting Gregory
at 460./ The Court in Gregory held that when congressional intent to preempt is not manifestly
certain, federal law does not supersede a state law provision that goes beyond an area
traditionally regulated by the states and that implicates state sovereignty. 501 U.S. at 460.34
Gregory involved a state constitutional provision mandating state judge retirement at age seventy
which the Court held was not preempted by the federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act
th
•
•
and the 14 Amendment because congressional interference with a state's qualifications for

Prior to Gregory, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court addressed the same question in Apkin
v. Treasurer & Receiver General, 401 Mass. 427 (1988). In Apkin, the Court likewise held that
Massachusetts constitutional provisions are not preempted when the federal law would alter a structural
component of state government or an essential aspect of the Commonwealth's sovereignty without clear
congressional intent. See 401 Mass, at 433-35. Apkin examined whether the Federal Age Discrimination
in Employment Act preempted Article 98 of the Amendments to Part II, Chapter. 3, Article. 1 of the
Massachusetts Constitution requiring state judges to retire by age seventy. 401 Mass at 433-36.
34
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judges would upset the usual constitutional balance of state and federal powers. See 501 U.S. at
460-61.35
The Massachusetts Constitution vests the Legislature with the only authority to allow a
change in use of Article 97-protected conservation land by a supermajority, two-thirds roll call
vote of both houses of the Legislature. This special entrustment of conservation land protection
to the Legislative branch not only implicates the structure of Massachusetts government, it is
essential to the Commonwealth's identity as a Sovereign. By declaring that a clean and healthy
environment and the protection of natural resources is a fundamental, constitutional right of the
Commonwealth's citizens, and by allocating the conservation and permanent protection of
conservation land resources to the Legislature, the Massachusetts constitution, unlike other state
constitutions, separates and reserves for the legislative branch the ultimate protection of
conservation land. See Hawley, 468 Mass. at 153 (Article 97 creates "a duty of the government"
O/"

to safeguard natural resources).

Unlike most states, the separation of powers provision in Part I, Article 30 of the
Massachusetts Constitution "is in a most explicit form, and on its face calls for a complete and
rigid division of all powers among the three branches. 'The court is ever solicitous to maintain
the sharp division between the three departments of government as declared by art. 30 of the

In City of Edmonds v. Oxford House, Inc., Justice Thomas, writing for the dissent, asserted that
state land use regulations fall under the rule of Gregory, opining that "[i]t is obvious that land use — the
subject of petitioner's zoning code — is an area traditionally regulated by the States rather than by
Congress, and that land use regulation is one of the historic powers of the States" which should fall within
the Gregory exemption. 514 U.S. 725, 743^14 (1995). In response, the majority distinguished the case at
issue — whether a local maximum occupancy ordinance was preempted by the Fair Housing Act — by
noting that "[a] state constitutional provision, not a local ordinance, was at stake in Gregory — a
provision going beyond an area traditionally regulated by the states to implicate a decision of the most
fundamental sort for a sovereign entity." Id. at 732, n.5 (emphasis added).
36 See also Illinois Cent. R.R. Co. v. Stale of Illinois, 146 U.S. 387, 455-56 (1892) (discussing public
trust doctrine for submerged lands, which cannot be alienated except in limited instances when parcels
can be disposed of without detriment to the public interest in the land and water). See generally Heather J.
Wilson, The Public Trust Doctrine in Massachusetts Land Law, 11 B.C. Envtl. Affairs L. Rev. 839 (1984)
(describing Article 97's origins in the public trust and prior public use doctrines).
35
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Declaration of Rights.'" Opinion of the Justices, 365 Mass. 639, 640 (1974)(quoting Attorney
Gen. v. Brissenden, 271 Mass. 172, 183 (1930)). "These limitations, though sometimes difficult
of application, must be scrupulously observed." Opinion of the Justices, 302 Mass. 605, 622
(1939).37
The NGA does not preempt Article 97 because that unique constitutional provision
implicates the structure of Massachusetts state government and separation of powers between the
legislative, executive and judicial branches. See Gregory, 501 U.S. at 460-61. This is especially
true because Article 97 governs the Commonwealth's control and conservation of its sovereign
territory. See Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 518-19.
3. Broadly Applicable Laws Such As Article 97 That Do Not Specifically Target
Natural Gas Infrastructure and Regulation are Not Preempted.
The NGA does not expressly preempt state constitutional provisions or laws, like Article
97, that promote conservation and environmental welfare. Rather, the Act '"was drawn with
meticulous regard for the continued exercise of state power,"' and Congress did not intend for it
'"to handicap or dilute [state power] in any way.'" Oneok, Inc. v. Learjet, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1591,
1599 (2015) (quoting Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. v. Public Serv. Comm 'n oflnd., 332 U.S.
507, 517-18 (1947)). Indeed, the NGA lists respect for conservation and environmental
limitations among its objectives. See Myersville Citizens for a Rural Community, Inc. v. FERC,
783 F.3d 1301, 1307 (D.C. Cir. 2015).38

37

Article 30 of the Massachusetts Constitution provides that "In the government of this
Commonwealth, the legislative department shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers, or
either of them: the executive shall never exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or either of them; the
judicial shall never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them: to the end it may be a
government of laws and not of men."
38 Indeed, the "Commission encourages applicants to cooperate with state and local agencies
regarding the location of pipeline facilities, environmental mitigation measures, and construction
procedures. That a state or local authority requires something more or different than the Commission does
not necessarily make it unreasonable for an applicant to comply with both the Commission's and state or
local agency's requirements." FERC Certificate, at 30, ^ 85; See also discussion supra at 12-14.
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By enacting the Natural Gas Act, "Congress occupied the field of matters relating to
wholesale sales and transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce." Schneidewind v. ANR
Pipeline Co., 485 U.S. 293, 305 (1988). But laws that "are not aimed at natural gas companies in
particular, but rather all businesses in the marketplace," are "left to the States to regulate." Oneok
135 S. Ct. at 1600-01. State antitrust laws, for example, have "broad applicability," and therefore
are not subject to field preemption by the Natural Gas Act. Id. at 1601.
Article 97, like state antitrust laws, is not subject to field preemption because it is "not
aimed at natural gas companies in particular." See id. at 1601. It does not target natural gas
companies, natural gas pipelines, or any aspect of the natural gas market. Rather, it is a state
constitutional provision of general applicability that governs acquisition and disposition of
natural resources and conservation land in the Commonwealth. Tennessee offers no argument
that Article 97 is aimed at natural gas companies, nor could it.
Moreover, the NGA provision—governing the approval of natural gas pipelines—does not
contain a clear statement of Congressional intent to preempt state conservation initiatives like
Article 97.39 By comparison, another NGA provision, 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e), amended in relevant
part by the Energy Policy Act of 2005,40 provides that the "Commission shall have the exclusive
authority to approve or deny an application for the siting, construction, expansion, or operation of
an LNG terminal," which is quite unambiguous in asserting preemption over state land use
regulations. The NGA contains no comparable statement of exclusive jurisdiction for the siting of
natural gas pipelines. Absent a clearer statement from-Congress, this Court should not conclude
that Congress intended to preempt Article 97 through the NGA.

39 See

15 U.S.C. § 717(b) (The NGA "shall apply to the transportation of natural gas in interstate
commerce, to the sale in interstate commerce of natural gas for resale for ultimate public consumption for
domestic, commercial, industrial, or any other use, and to natural-gas companies engaged in such
transportation or sale").
40 Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 (2005).
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D. Granting the Preliminary Injunction Tennessee Seeks is Not in the Public Interest
Finally, the Commonwealth has an important public interest in protecting its valuable
investment in unique conservation land and preserving its sovereign governmental structure,
which has entrusted the Legislature with sole authority to authorize easements through or change
in use of conservation land. This public interest outweighs any purported interest in granting
Tennessee irrevocable property rights and authorizing Project construction now, before all
federal permits issue and before preemption has been determined on merits.
Tennessee argues that, if Article 97 is not preempted, the Massachusetts Legislature could block
any and all pipeline projects, the very situation Natural Gas Act preemption is intended to
prevent. This concern is overblown. Relatively few parcels of land in the Commonwealth are
protected by Article 97. Article 97-protected lands can be and often are avoided by route changes
necessarily reviewed as part of the alternatives analysis required as part of the environmental
review of the Project under the National Environmental Policy Act. See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14.
Where avoidance is not possible by route alterations, the Legislature can approve
easements, just as the Legislature may yet here once Tennessee responds to the Legislature's
request for further information and H.3960 is reported out of study. See Kocot Aff.

14-20.

Thus, Article 97 will not conflict with siting pipelines under the NGA in most instances,
especially when the pipeline developer works cooperatively with state legislators to resolve their
questions and concerns. That has not happened here, and Tennessee has failed to meet the
Certificate's requirement to make the good faith effort to comply with Article 97. Indeed, the
NGA lists respect for state conservation measures among its objectives. See Myersville Citizens
for a Rural Community, 783 F.3d at 1307. See also FERC Certificate ^ 85 and discussion supra
at 12-14.
Under these circumstances, the Court should discount the purported public interest
Tennessee asserts in the unfettered development of the Project and deny Tennessee's motions.
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Because this matter involves important questions of constitutional law and Tennessee's failure to
follow state constitutional requirements, this Court should not decide the merits at the
preliminary injunction stage. 41
CONCLUSION
For all the foregoing reasons, this Court should deny Tennessee's motions.
Respectfully Submitted,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
MAURA HEALEY, ATTORNEY GENERAL

By:

Dated: April 8, 2016

Matthew Ireland, BBO # 554868
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
100 Cambridge St
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 727-2200x2434

41

Should this Court deny Tennessee's preliminary injunction motion, the Commonwealth will move
that the Court proceed with summary judgment. See Tr. at 28-34, 39-40.
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EXHIBIT A

Comments of Attorney General Maura Healey to Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary, Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, on the October 23, 2015, Environmental Assessment
for the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, L.L.C., Connecticut Expansion Project
Docket No. CP14-529-000
The Office of Attorney General Maura Healey ("AGO") is pleased to offer these brief
comments on the Environmental Assessment ("EA") issued by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission ("FERC") on October 23, 2015, for the Connecticut Expansion
natural gas pipeline project ("CT Expansion Project") proposed by Kinder Morgan's
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, LLC ("Tennessee Gas").
FERC Should Condition Approval of the CT Expansion Project on Full Compliance with
the Commonwealth's Policy Requiring No Net Loss of Conservation Land Protected by
Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution
As noted in the EA, the CT Expansion Project would cross through approximately 2
miles of the Commonwealth's Otis State Forest in Sandisfield, Massachusetts. See EA, pp.
75-76. The Otis State Forest is controlled and managed by the Massachusetts Department
of Conservation and Recreation ("DCR") as conservation land protected by Article 97 of the
Massachusetts Constitution ("Article 97"). Id. As proposed, the CT Expansion Project would
impact more than twenty acres of Article 97 conservation land, including permanent
impacts to six acres of new pipeline right of way for which an easement is required, along
with construction impacts to more than fifteen acres. The CT Expansion Project has
undergone Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act ("MEPA") review and the
Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs ("EOEEA") issued a
final environmental impact report certificate on April 17, 2015 ("FE1R Certificate"), along
with required findings under M.G.L. c. 30, § 61 on June 5, 2015 ("Section 61 Certificate").
As the EA notes, Tennessee Gas has committed to working with EOEEA and DCR on
all required Massachusetts agency permitting, including specific mitigation and
compensation required for impacts to Article 97 land in the Otis State Forest. See EA at p.
76. Some of the mitigation measures and compensation payments identified in the FEIR
Certificate and Section 61 Certificate are intended to assure compliance with EOEEA's
longstanding policy requiring no net loss of Article 97 land in Massachusetts. See Article 97
Dissolution Policy, EOEEA, February 1998 (requiring replacement of disposed Article 97
land with conservation parcels of equal or greater fair market value or use value and
significantly greater resource value).
In accordance with the FEIR Certificate and Section 61 Certificate, DCR has agreed
that Tennessee Gas would assure no net loss of Article 97 land by paying $300,000 into the

Conservation Trust established by M.G.L. c. 132A, § 1, to be used by DCR to acquire land in
the vicinity with conservation values and ecological functions "equivalent to those that will
be impacted by the project, including wetland resource areas, vernal pools and habitat," See
Section 61 Certificate, p. 5. Tennessee Gas has also agreed to pay $239,280 to compensate
for construction impacts to temporary and permanent easement areas in Article 97 land (in
addition to the compensation it will provide for the permanent pipeline easement itself, in
an amount to be determined by an independent appraisal commissioned by the
Massachusetts Department of Capital Asset Management and Maintenance).
FERC should expressly condition any certificate of public convenience and necessity
for the CT Expansion Project on Tennessee Gas's strict compliance with EOEEA's no net
loss policy for Article 97 land, including all of the mitigation measures and compensation
identified in the FEIR Certificate and Section 61 Certificate to assure no net loss of
conservation land protected by the Massachusetts Constitution.
FERC Should Review the CT Expansion Project in Conjunction with All Other Currently
Pending Pipelines Proposed to Serve New England
The CT Expansion Project is one of several pipeline proposals currently under FERC
review that would provide additional natural gas capacity to the New England region. On
October 16, 2015, the AGO submitted scoping comments to FERC on the largest of these
proposed projects, Tennessee Gas's Northeast Energy Direct pipeline, which would add up
to 1.3 Bcf/day of additional natural gas capacity to the region (the "NED Project").1
The AGO's scoping comments for the NED Project called on FERC to consider the
need for additional natural gas capacity in New England and to thoroughly analyze the
need for the NED Project in conjunction with all natural gas pipeline proposals currently
undergoing FERC review in the region, including the CT Expansion Project. As part of this
review, the AGO urged FERC to consider the results of a regional study commissioned by
the AGO, which is due out soon and will evaluate natural gas capacity needs and options to
address regional electricity reliability in New England through 2030. As the AGO
emphasized in its NED Project scoping comments, all currently pending pipeline proposals

1 Approximately 64 miles of the NED Project would be located in Massachusetts with impacts to more than
80 parcels of conservation land protected by Article 97. The AGO's scoping comments raised concerns about the
potentially detrimental, long-term effects on governmental and private entities' ability to acquire and hold Article 97
land in trust for conservation purposes if such permanent, constitutional protections are subject to dissolution to
accommodate a private pipeline project. See AGO's October 16, 2015 NED scoping comments, p. 19-20, and note 38.
The AGO's NED Project scoping comments also called for Tennessee Gas to fully comply with EOEEA's no net loss
policy for all conservation land subject to Article 97 protection—whether owned or controlled by the Commonwealth,
a municipality, or a private individual, land trust or other non-governmental organization. Id., p. 22.
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are alternatives to each other and should be evaluated for cumulative environmental
impacts.
In addition, Tennessee Gas's NED Project and CT Expansion Project proposals may
raise questions about the potential for project segmentation, which FERC should scrutinize.
The AGO would like to thank FERC for the opportunity to submit these comments on
the EA for the CT Expansion Project.

Respectfully submitted,

Chief, Energy and Environment Bureau,
Christophe Courchesne,
Chief, Environmental Protection Division,
Matthew Ireland,
Assistant Attorney General,
Environmental Protection Division
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August 27,2015
Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street NE, Room 1A
Washington, DC 20426
RE: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, LLC, Docket No. PF14-22-000, Northeast Energy Direct
Project
Dear Secretary Bose,
I am writing on behalf of the Massachusetts Fisheries and Wildlife Board (Board) regarding the
Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Northeast Energy
Direct Project (NED) issued by the staff of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
on June 30,2015, in the above-referenced docket.
The Board has the statutory control and supervision of the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries
and Wildlife (DFW). This includes the acquisition and management of land, wetlands, and
waters (in fee or lesser interests) as wildlife habitat for outdoor passive recreation. DFW has
acquired these lands and waters using funds from a variety of public and private sources. These
sources include (1) license fees paid by the public for hunting, fishing, and trapping licenses; (2)
federal aid funds; (3) state open space bonds; and (4) private donations from individuals,
charities, and land trusts.
As a matter of law, DFW is entrusted with the care of these lands and waters. They are protected
by the Massachusetts Constitution, Massachusetts statutes, DFW regulations, and the common
law. All of these lands carry fiscal obligations of oversight, maintenance, and management.
Many also entail obligations negotiated with public and private entities.
In particular, Article 97 of the Amendments to the Massachusetts Constitution extends the
DFW's public obligations beyond management of wildlife and their habitats. This provision
expressly requires that lands or easements that DFW acquires for public conservation purposes
may not be used for other purposes without a two-thirds vote of each branch of the legislature. In
addition, lands that DFW acquires with funds from the state's environmental-bond bills are
legally required to be open to the general public for a wide variety of year-round outdoor passive
recreation activities. The Board expects FERC to ensure that the proponents of the NED meet
these requirements of Massachusetts law.
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If permitted, the NED could have substantial environmental impact on the lands and waters of
the Commonwealth, portions of which are owned and protected by DFW. In order for the EIS to
be fully informed and appropriately comprehensive, adequate time is essential for entities such as
DFW to digest and provide comments on this large project. This is especially the case given (1)
the recent and significant changes proposed in the route, extent, and location of the NED and (2)
the truly massive and overwhelming quantity of material recently generated for review contained
in the Resource Reports filed just last month (almost 7,000 pages of text, maps, and exhibits).
On behalf of DFW, the Board respectfully submits that it is per se unreasonable and contrary to
the public interest for DFW to be required to review and consider these thousands of pages of
submissions and to provide meaningful comments to FERC staff by August 31, 2015, the current
deadline. Accordingly, the Board joins others - individuals, municipalities, state agencies,
nonprofit organizations, members of state legislatures, and members of Congress - in urging
FERC to extend the time for submitting comments on the proposed scope of the EIS. A
reasonable extension of time would have many positive effects. It would enable affected
landowners like DFW to assess the materials very recently submitted on the NED. It would also
allow FERC to require the project proponents to present enhanced information on project need
and alternatives and the economic and environmental costs and benefits of the project (and any
alternatives), all of which many individuals and organizations have suggested would be prudent.
FERC needs to ensure that the environmental data on the alternative routes be as detailed and
complete as the data supplied for the preferred route. Your analysis should also address the longterm effects on the Division's (and other similar public and private entities') future ability to
acquire and hold land in trust. The reputational cost to those entities charged with protecting
public lands is significant and needs to be understood and evaluated.
It would further allow the NED project to be more fully evaluated in light of the efforts of the
Massachusetts Attorney General, who recently commissioned a study of regional electricity
reliability needs, which is expected in October 2015 and could provide a much-needed objective
assessment of whether the NED project is necessary or advisable.
This Board and DFW will vigorously fulfill the obligations assigned to us by the legislature and
the citizens of Massachusetts. At the same time, we are prepared to cooperate fully with the
project proponents in identifying a pipeline route that maximizes the use of existing
transportation and utility corridors and minimizes adverse impacts to lands and waters
indentified as valuable for wildlife habitat and public passive recreation, if such a pipeline is
proven to be in the public interest.

George Darey, Chairman
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(617)338-6464
FAX (617) 338-0737

LUKE H. LEGERE, ESQ.
E-mail: llegere@mcgregorlaw.coni
(617)338-6464 ext. 126

VIA EMAIL & MAIL
March 28, 2016
Deborah S. Capeless, Clerk of Courts
Office of the Civil Clerk
Berkshire Superior Court
76 East Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
RE:

Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., LLC v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, et al
Berkshire County Superior Court Case No. 1676CV00083
Massachusetts Audubon Society / Letter of Intent

Dear Ms. Capeless:
Please bring this letter to the attention of Judge Agostini.
We are writing to alert the Court to the intent of our client, the Massachusetts Audubon
Society ("Mass Audubon"), to file a Motion seeking leave to file a Brief Amicus Curiae in the
above-referenced matter.
Mass Audubon has an interest in the issues presented by this matter, particularly with
respect to the Otis State Forest, which is the subject of this litigation. Mass Audubon's
connection to the Otis State Forest is more fully described in the enclosed document titled
"'Interest of Potential Amicus Curiae Massachusetts Audubon Society."
Specifically, Mass Audubon desires to file a Brief Amicus Curiae addressing the issues of
charitable trust and donor's intent, as well as the related and relevant aspects of Article 97 of the
Amendments to the Massachusetts Constitution and federal preemption by Congress, Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") regulations, and a FERC Certificate on a state
constitutional provision and state legislative vote procedure.
Mass Audubon urges the court to allow the Commonwealth's pending request for a twoweek extension for filing its Opposition, which Mass Audubon is prepared to meet with its
Amicus Brief so as not to inconvenience the court or parties.
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MCGREGOR & LEGERE
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

End.
cc:

Matthew Ireland, Esq.
James L. Messenger, Esq.
John Paul Pucci, Esq.
Brian J. Wall, Esq.

o
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INTEREST OF POTENTIAL AMICUS CURIAE
MASSACHUSETTS AUDUBON SOCIETY
Potential amicus curiae Massachusetts Audubon Society ("Mass Audubon"), founded in 1896, is
among the oldest and largest private non-profit conservation organizations in New England.
Mass Audubon's mission is to protect the nature of Massachusetts for people and wildlife. With
110,000 members, Mass Audubon stewards over 35,000 acres of conservation land, provides
educational programs for 225,000 children and adults annually, and advocates for sound
environmental policies at the local, state, and federal levels of government. Mass Audubon's
statewide network of 45 wildlife sanctuaries welcomes visitors of all ages and serves as the base
for its conservation, education, and advocacy work.
Mass Audubon played a central role in achieving the long-sought conservation of a regional
landmark property located in Sandisfield, MA. Mass Audubon assumed considerable risk, and
expending significant funds (for which it did not seek reimbursement) when it moved swiftly,
and strategically to acquire an ownership interest in the so-called Lower Spectacle Pond property
in Sandisfield, MA. This action preceded Mass Audubon's transferring of the property to the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts with the clear expectation that the land would be permanently
protected for conservation.
Mass Audubon acquired the one-half undivided interest of the property on September 7, 2006,
and conveyed it to the Commonwealth (via "friendly'Vconsensual taking) on June 29, 2007.
For many decades, the 900-acre Lower Spectacle Pond property, through which the proposed
pipeline will be constructed, had been a top land protection priority for the Commonwealth. Two
parties, each comprised of multiple individuals, owned a one-half undivided interest in the entire
tract. Longstanding disputes between these two groups of landowners compromised their ability
to communicate with each other, and they were not in agreement as to whether the property
should be conserved, or sold for residential development. From Mass Audubon's perspective, it
was critical to protect it in its entirety, as it contained a biologically significant diversity of
conservation attributes, including a spectacular stand of old growth forest, the remains of an
historic old mill village, the longest stretch of the Knox Cannon trail (route whereby cannons
were brought from Fort Ticonderoga in New York to Boston in 1776) of any single property in
existence, rare species and sensitive habitats, as well as a rare opportunity to acquire and protect
an entire Great Pond (+10 acres), and the landscape surrounding it, intact.
When one of the owner groups entered into a binding contract (Purchase & Sale Agreement) to
sell their one-half undivided interest to a one-half developer, and that individual began
aggressively pursuing ownership of the remaining interest, it became apparent that the Mass
Audubon would need to step into the breach. The Commonwealth's internal real estate
acquisition guidelines precluded it from acquiring a one-half undivided interest in this, or any
other property, without a clear path to ultimately consolidate ownership in its entirety. In
addition to the very real hurdles created by this internal policy, it was doubtful that the
Commonwealth would be able to move swiftly enough in any event to prevent the developer
from also acquiring the second (outstanding) one-half undivided interest, gaining full ownership
and control of the fate of the entire property. In a bold, high risk move, Mass Audubon quickly

obtained $1.5 million in loans to acquire the remaining one-half undivided interest and
strategically block the developer. Mass Audubon then worked in partnership with the
Commonwealth to encourage the Town of Sandisfield Board of Selectmen to vote to empower
the Massachusetts Department of Conservation & Recreation ("DCR") to use eminent domain
powers, if necessary, to acquire the developer's one-half undivided interest. The threat of that
taking was sufficient to get the developer to negotiate to sell the one-half undivided interest that
he owned, and the DCR reached agreement was developer shortly thereafter. Mass Audubon
then agreed to sell the one-half undivided interest that it owned to DCR for less than half the
price paid to the developer, providing the path necessary for the Commonwealth to consolidate
full ownership. Under this final outcome. Mass Audubon recouped only some of the many costs
incurred in its battle to preserve this land intact. Mass Audubon was willing to do so in part
because of its firm expectation that this entire iconic landscape would be conserved in perpetuity
as part of the Commonwealth's Forests & Parks System.
The $5.2 million total purchase cost expended by the Commonwealth protected land containing a
425-year old eastern hemlock old growth forest, rare plant and animal species, historic sites,
mature deciduous woodlands, rolling meadows and the entire 62-acre Lower Spectacle Pond.
Mass Audubon incurred well over $100,000 of staff time, consultant fees and other costs which
were never recovered. However, if Mass Audubon had not acted, it is almost certain that one of
the last opportunities to protect such a rare and significant resource area would have been lost.
Lower Spectacle Pond property is part of an interconnected area of protected open space
encompassing more than 8,500 acres including BioMap Core Habitat, a conservation planning
tool designation used to describe the most ecologically valuable lands in the Commonwealth by
the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife.
The protection of this land is more significant today than it was when the previous two pipelines
at this site were constructed. The proposed pipeline would permanently degrade and fragment a
section of what amounts to more than 8,500 acres of interconnected protected open space which
in addition to its high conservation value, offers significant recreational opportunities. Over the
past twenty years, conserving landscape connectivity has emerged as a key conservation strategy
for protecting the integrity of the Commonwealth's natural landscape and the health of wildlife
populations.
The 900 acre property is now called Spectacle Pond Farm and is an integral component of the
3,800 acre Otis State Forest.
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AFFIDAVIT OF PETER V. KOCOT
I, Peter V. Kocot, hereby depose and state that I have personal knowledge of the following:
1.

Introduction
1. I serve as Massachusetts State Representative, representing the First Hampshire District.
In 2011,1 was appointed the House Chair of the Joint Committee on State Administration
and Regulatory Oversight ("SARO").
2. Pursuant to Joint Rule 12 of the Joint Rules of the Senate and House of Representatives
("Joint Rules"), the House and Senate jointly referred to SARO H.3690, An Act relative

to the conveyance of an easement in the town of Sandisfield, Massachusetts, ("H.3690")
on July 23, 2015.
3. H.3690 seeks to assign an easement on certain land in the Town of Sandisfield owned by
the Commonwealth under the custody, care, control and management of the Department
of Conservation and Recreation within the Otis State Forest, conservation land protected
by Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution. This easement would be granted to
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, LLC ("TGPC") for pipeline purposes related to the
construction of TGPC's Connecticut Expansion natural gas pipeline project.
II.

Review and Study of H.3690
4. In the weeks following the referral of H.3690 to SARO, in my role of House Chairman of
SARO, I engaged the due diligence typically undertaken on land disposition bills so that
any recommendation of the SARO Committee Chairs and the SARO Committee is based
on a complete record.
5. In the case of H. 3690, in my role as House Chairman of SARO, I: toured the affected
land, consulted with state agencies and other stakeholder groups with special knowledge
of the specific request or knowledge of state land disposition in general, issued requests
for information to TGPC, reviewed all related FERC and EOEEA filings with respect to
the project and distributed those filings to Members of the SARO Committee.
6. Additionally, while undertaking my due diligence on H.3690 I, in my role as House
Chairman of SARO, sought information from the Office of the Massachusetts Inspector
General, the Executive office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, the Department of
Conservation and Recreation ("DCR"), the Division of Capital Asset and Management,

and project proponent TGPC as well as met with the president, vice president and legal
counsel of TGPC in my office on several occasions.
7. Of particular focus with respect to legislation disposing of state-owned land is the
information that speaks directly to the requirements of Article 97 of the Massachusetts
Constitution and the hallmark "no-net loss policy" of the Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs Article 97 Land Disposition Policy.
8. In preparing the record for H.3690,1, in my role as House Chairman of SARO, asked
TGPC for certain information about discussions with the Town of Sandisfield and the
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs as related to said no-net loss
policy, wetlands protections and other mitigation efforts and asked for periodic updates
on the progress of mitigation discussions and copies of mitigation agreements.
9. Between the referral of H.3690 to SARO and the public hearing on the bill, I received no
such information from TGPC related to the mitigation agreement.
10. On November 10, 2015, SARO held a public hearing on H.3690.
11. At this public hearing, I again asked for information from TGPC with respect to these
discussions with the Town, DCR and others.
12. To date, I, in my role as House Chairman of SARO, have yet to receive a complete
response from TGPC in regard to the mitigation agreement and I am aware that responses
to mitigation and wetlands questions and other permit-related questions asked by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the US Coip of Engineers, the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection, and Massachusetts Historical Commission
related to these Article 97 protected properties and the overall project area are still being
reviewed by those agencies, therefore, until those responses are received and analyzed

and that information provided to SARO we are unable to complete our Article 97 impact
analysis and make a recommendation to the Committee and the entire House.
III.

Recommendation of SARO
13. Pursuant to Joint Rule 10, SARO was required to report on all timely referred legislation
under its review, including PI.3690, by March 16, 2016.
14. Without complete responses to the information requests issued by me, in my role as
House Chairman of SARO, to TGPC, the Committee did not have a sufficient record with
which to finalize its review and study of H.3690 or to make a recommendation as to its
disposition.
15. To avoid an automatic unfavorable recommendation (under Joint Rule 10), the SARO
reported H.3690 as part of a study order to allow for a continued investigation of the
matter.
16. In the Journal of the House for the March 21, 2016 House session, it was noted that study
order (Order H.4102) had been reported favorably by SARO. Under Joint Rule 29, it was
referred to the Joint Committee on Rules and discharged to the Committee on House
Rules.
17. Pursuant to the Joint Rules, legislation in a study order remains available for further
consideration by the General Court for as long as that study order is viable.
18. Accordingly, Order H.4102 provides SARO until December 31, 2016 to continue its
investigation and study of H.3690 and to make recommendations, with necessary draft
legislation.
19. In order for me as House Chairman of SARO to make a recommendation to SARO
Committee members on the disposition of a bill and, in turn, ask the SARO Committee

members to make its recommendation to the full membership of the House of
Representatives and Senate, a complete record as it relates to Article 97 is necessary.
20. Once SARO receives all the pending responses from TGPC to its information requests on
H.3690, it will determine its recommendation on the disposition of the bill.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury on this2£ day of March 2016.

Peter V. Kocot
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I, Steven T. James, hereby depose and state that I have personal knowledge of the following:
Introduction.
1. I serve as the Clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives.
2. As part of my duties as Clerk, I am the official parliamentarian and official keeper of
records of the House of Representatives.
3. In carrying out these duties I assist the House members with procedural order via the
Joint Rules of the Senate and House of Representatives ("Joint Rules") and the Rules of
the House of Representatives.

4. The Joint Rules establish 25 Joint Standing Committees, including the Joint Committee
on State Administration and Regulatory Oversight ("SARO"), there are also committees
on Rules of the two branches acting concurrently, and a joint committee on ways and
means, which are constituted by the committee on Rules of each branch or the committee
on Ways and Means of each branch, respectively, when they meet jointly.
Disposition of Petitions
5. Joint Rules 4, 10 and 10A advises joint committees on the manner of disposition of
petitions subject to their review. A report of the joint committee may issue in the form of
a favorable report, aka "ought to pass" or adverse report, aka "ought not to pass."
6. Joint Committees may report asking to be discharged from further consideration of a
matter, and recommending that it be referred to another committee. (See Joint Rule 1).
7. Except for the Joint Committee on Health Care Financing, all matters referred to a joint
committee must receive a final report by the third Wednesday of March of the second
annual session of the General Court according to Joint Rule 101. The current General
Court reached this deadline, commonly referred to as "Joint Rule 10 day," on March 16,
2016.

8. If a joint committee does not act within the time required, all matters before it with no
report shall receive an adverse recommendation.

1 "All joint committees and the committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, shall make final
report not later than the third Wednesday of March of the second annual session of the General Court on all matters
referred to them before the third Wednesday in February of the second annual session and within 30 days on all
matters referred to them on and after the third Wednesday in February of the second annual session of the General
Court..." Joint Rule 10

2 "When

the time within which said committees are required to report has expired, all matters upon which no report
has then been made shall forthwith be reported by the chairman of the committee on the part of the branch in which
they were respectively introduced, with an adverse recommendation under this rule." Joint Rule 10

9. Further, a committee may also file a study order for additional investigation and study.
Committees are authorized, under Joint Rule 29, "to make investigation or to file special
reports ..."3
10. A Committee may also move to extend the time within which they have to review and
study a matter via an extension order under Joint Rule 30.
11. Prior to the Joint Rule 10 deadline and pursuant to Order H. 4102, SARO placed in study
order a number of bills relative to state administration, including H.3690, An Act relative
to the conveyance of an easement in the town of Sandisfield, Massachusetts ("H.3690")
Order H.4102 was discharged to the Committee on House Rules on March 21, 2016. On
March 23, 2016, the House Committee on Rules reported, in part, on House 4102 asking
to be discharged from further consideration of House 2774, which was recommitted to
SARO. On March 23, 2016, the House Committee on Rules reported, in part, on House
4102 asking to be discharged from further consideration of House 2774, which was
recommitted to SARO. On April 7, 2016, the House Committee on Rules reported, in
part, on House 4102 asking to be discharged from further consideration of House 3889,
which was recommitted to SARO.
12. Legislation placed in a study order remains available for further consideration by the
General Court for as long as the study order is viable.

3

Note: Such study orders are referred, under Joint Rule 29, to the committees on Rules of the two branches, acting
concurrently [also known as Joint Rules], Joint Rule 29 requires that such orders "authorizing joint committees or
special commissions composed as a whole or in part of members of the General Court to make investigations or to
file special reports, all propositions reported by joint committees which authorize investigations or special reports by
joint committees or by special commissions composed as a whole or in part of members of the General Court... be
referred without debate to the committees on Rules of the two branches acting concurrently, who shall report on the
matter, under Joint Rule 10. All matters which have been referred under this rule shall, in each instance, be reported
back into the branch making such reference". It has been a standard regular business practice for many years that
such study orders are reported within the 10 day period by the committee on Joint Rules to either the House
committee on Rules or the Senate committee on Rules, depending on which branch the original report was
submitted.

13. Accordingly, Order H.4102, if adopted by the House and Senate, provides SARO until
December 31, 2016 to continue its investigation and study of H.3690 and to make
recommendations, with necessary draft legislation. If the Order H.4102 stays in the
committee on House Rules, the committee will have until December 31, 2016 to make an
in part report on H.3690. The nature of the report could be, as in the case of House 2774
and also House, No. 3889, that they ask to be discharged from further consideration of
House 3690, and recommend that it be recommitted to the committee on SARO, or the
committee on House Rules could make some other type of in part report, including that
the bill accompanying House, No. 3690 ought to pass.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury on this"? ^Ylay of April 2016.

EXHIBIT F

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426

OFFICE OF ENERGY PROJECTS
In Reply Refer To:
OEP/DG2E/Gas Branch 1
Tennessee Gas Pipeline
Company, L.L.C
Docket No. CP14-529-000
§ 375.308(x)
March 25, 2016
Mosby Perrow
Assistant General Counsel
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, L.L.C.
1001 Louisiana Street, Suite 1000
Houston, Texas 77002

Re: Request for Additional Information in Response to the Request for Limited
Notice to Proceed with Tree Felling
Dear Mr. Perrow;
Provide the information described in the enclosure to assist in our analysis of the
Implementation Plan and request for a limited Notice to Proceed dated March 22, 2016
for the Connecticut Expansion Project (Project). This information must be provided
before we can complete our review. File your response in accordance with the provisions
of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. In particular, 18 Code of Federal
Register (CFR) 385.2010 (Rule 2010) requires that you serve a copy of the responses to
each person whose name appears on the official service list for this proceeding.
File a complete response as soon as practicable. The response must be filed
with the Secretary of the Commission at:
Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, N.E., Room 1A
Washington, DC 20426

2
If certain information cannot be provided within this time frame, indicate which
items will be delayed and provide a projected filing date.
When filing documents and maps, be sure to prepare separate volumes, as outlined
on the Commission's web site at www.ferc.gov/help/filing-guide/file-ceii/ceiiguidelines.asp. Any Critical Energy Infrastructure Information should be filed as non
public and labeled "Contains Critical Energy Infrastructure Information - Do Not
Release" (18 CFR 388.112). Cultural resources material containing location, character,
or ownership information and any identifying information regarding affected landowners
should be marked "Contains Privileged Information - Do Not Release" and should be
filed separately from the remaining information, which should be marked "Public."
File all responses under oath (18 CFR 385.2005) by an authorized Tennessee Gas
Pipeline L.L.C. representative and include the name, position, and telephone number of
the respondent to each item.
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions, please contact me at
(202)502-6467.

Sincerely,

Elaine Baum
Environmental Project Manager
Gas Branch 1
Office of Energy Projects
Enclosure
cc:

Public File, Docket No. CP14-529-000

ENCLOSURE
Tennessee Gas Pipeline L.L.C. (Tennessee)
Docket No. CP14-529-000
General
1.

Clarify that Tennessee would not fell trees in areas where it has not obtained an
easement or purchase of property from the landowner(s) or land managing agency,
including lands protected under Article 97 of the Massachusetts State Constitution.
Further, provide a list by milepost (MP) ranges where Tennessee is requesting to
fell trees.

2.

Identify any proposed private access roads Tennessee is requesting to use and
confirm that it has obtained authorization from the landowner(s) or land managing
agency. If modifications or improvements for the proposed access roads are
required for tree felling activities, provide the status of the applicable permits or
authorizations required.

Implementation Plan for Environmental Condition 6
3.

Clarify or provide a revised Project schedule (Attachment A of the
Implementation Plan) reflecting tree felling activities on or before the March 31
deadline for applicable species regulated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS).

4.

Clarify or provide specific information in a revised Project schedule (Attachment
A of the Implementation Plan) regarding an Environmental Inspector (EI) and
other crew mobilizations and the sequence of activities that will be conducted to
mark the extent of approved areas of the rights-of-way, additional temporary
workspaces, sensitive resources (e.g. wetlands and waterbodies), and approved
access roads prior to tree felling.
a. Clarify that environmental training will take place for all on-site Project
personnel (e.g.. Els, survey, tree felling contractors) prior to tree-felling
activities.
b. Confirm that Els will receive the appropriate training to implement the
measures outlined in the construction monitoring plan. Furthermore,
provide specific details assuring that the proposed number of Els is
sufficient for the Connecticut Loop to maintain compliance with this and
other monitoring activities.

2

Implementation Plan for Environmental Condition 9
5.

Provide evidence that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) New York and
New England field offices concur that a permit under Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act is not required for non-mechanized tree felling for the proposed Project.

6.

Provide evidence that the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
and the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection concur
that Water Quality Certificates under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act are not
required for non-mechanized tree felling for the proposed Project. Identify any
wetland setback requirements for tree felling outside of wetlands.

Implementation Plan for Environmental Condition 21
7.

Provide evidence that Tennessee received clearance for bald and golden eagles
from the Connecticut Natural Diversity Database and the Massachusetts
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Natural Heritage and Endangered Species
Program per the USFWS New England Field Office's request (phone call noted on
February 16, 2016 as indicated in the Implementation Plan).

Implementation Plan for Environmental Condition 23
8.

Provide correspondence showing that the construction monitoring plan for the 23
Connecticut state-listed species was developed in coordination with, or been
approved by, the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection.

Implementation Plan for Environmental Condition 26
9.

Provide a plan for ensuring that no ceremonial stone landscapes, including
features, landscapes, and their alignments would be affected by tree felling
activities in Massachusetts.

EXHIBIT G

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426

OFFICE OF ENERGY PROJECTS
In Reply Refer To:
OEP/DG2E/Gas Branch 1
Tennessee Gas Pipeline
Company, L.L.C
Docket No. CP14-529-000
§ 375.308(x)
March 30, 2016
Mosby Perrow
Assistant General Counsel
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, L.L.C.
1001 Louisiana Street, Suite 1000
Houston, Texas 77002

Re: Request for Additional Information in Response to the Request for Limited
Notice to Proceed with Tree Felling
Dear Mr. Perrow:
Provide the information described in the enclosure to assist in our analysis of the
Implementation Plan and request for a limited Notice to Proceed dated March 22, 2016
for the Connecticut Expansion Project (Project). This information must be provided
before we can complete our review. File your response in accordance with the provisions
of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. In particular, 18 Code of Federal
Register (CFR) 385.2010 (Rule 2010) requires that you serve a copy of the responses to
each person whose name appears on the official service list for this proceeding.
File a complete response as soon as practicable. The response must be filed
with the Secretary of the Commission at;
Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, N.E., Room 1A
Washington, DC 20426

2
If certain information cannot be provided within this time frame, indicate which
items will be delayed and provide a projected filing date.
When filing documents and maps, be sure to prepare separate volumes, as outlined
on the Commission's web site at www.ferc.gov/help/flling-guide/file-ceii/ceiiguidelines.asp. Any Critical Energy Infrastructure Information should be filed as non
public and labeled "Contains Critical Energy Infrastructure Information - Do Not
Release" (18 CFR 388.112). Cultural resources material containing location, character,
or ownership information and any identifying information regarding affected landowners
should be marked "Contains Privileged Information - Do Not Release" and should be
filed separately from the remaining information, which should be marked "Public."
File all responses under oath (18 CFR 385.2005) by an authorized Tennessee Gas
Pipeline L.L.C. representative and include the name, position, and telephone number of
the respondent to each item.
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions, please contact me at
(202) 502-6467.

Sincerely,

Elaine Baum
Environmental Project Manager
Gas Branch 1
Office of Energy Projects
Enclosure
cc:

Public File, Docket No. CP14-529-000

ENCLOSURE
Tennessee Gas Pipeline L.L.C. (Tennessee)
Docket No. CP 14-529-000
1.

Confirm that the requested project modifications, which increase impacts, satisfy
all requirements of Environmental Condition 5, including all federal authorization
documentation, landowner approval, and whether any other environmentally
sensitive areas are within or abutting the area (e.g., trees that could be used by
bats, wetlands, and waterbodies).

2.

The response to Environmental Condition 15.b.2. states that Tennessee has agreed
to extend the road bore at Cold Spring Road at milepost 2.5 which would avoid
impacts to WMA-19. The project modification table states that the road crossing
has been changed at Cold Spring Road to an open cut, thereby removing ATWS
45, and reducing impacts in WMA-19. Clarify the discrepancy. If an open-cut
crossing is proposed, provide an explanation as to how that provides a better level
of environmental protection than extending the road bore.

3.

Provide a copy of the tree clearing window extension request letter from
Tennessee to the USFWS New York and New England Field Offices. Provide any
additional correspondence received or requested to date. Based on our
Environmental Assessment and review of correspondence to date, for tree felling
and vegetation clearing activities, clearance for the Indiana bat, northern longeared bat, and migratory birds is required for activities conducted after March 30,
2016.

EXHIBIT H

AFFIDAVIT
Date

March 24. 2016

County:

Berkshire

THE AFFIANT, lean Atwater-Williams who is a resident of
Berkshire
County,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, personally came and appeared before me, the
undersigned Notary, and makes this her statement and General Affidavit upon oath and
affirmation of belief and personal knowledge that the following matters, facts and things set
forth are true and correct to the best of her knowledge:
1. I am a resident of Sandisfield, Massachusetts, where 1 live, work, and recreate.
2. I am a member of the group known as Sandisfield Taxpayers Opposing the Pipeline
("STOP"], and have actual knowledge of the group's plans and intentions regarding
the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, LLC ["Tennessee") and its proposed Connecticut
Expansion Project ("Project") [FERC Docket #CP14-529].
3. Tennessee is a subsidiary of Kinder-Morgan ("KM").
4. The Project, as Tennessee describes it, will have material adverse effects on the
waters and wetlands crossed thereby, harming the environmental interests of
STOP'S members.
5. STOP is preparing a request for rehearing and rescission ("Request") of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission's ("Commission" or "FERC") order granting a
Certificate of Public Necessity and Convenience ("Certificate") for the Project.
6. On behalf of its members, STOP intends to raise, without limitation or waiver of any
grounds not listed herein, the following grounds for rehearing and rescission;
a. FERC violated the Clean Water Act by issuing the Certificate prior to
receiving a Section 401 water quality certificate from the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection;
b. FERC violated NEPA by improperly allowing segmentation between this
Project (CP14-529) and the Northeast Energy Direct ("NED") Project [FERC
Docket #CP16-21], in that they serve the same customers and, if both are
built, the two projects will physically interconnect;
c. FERC erred in authorizing eminent domain takings of publicly owned land in
Otis State Forest protected as conservation land, in violation of Article 97 of
the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts;
d. Lack of proven need/public benefit and FERC's failure to require KM to make
serious efforts to avoid conflict w/ MA laws;
e. Relatedly, the Commission abused its discretion in determining that the
Project's benefits outweigh its adverse impacts;
f. Proponent (TGP) did not disclose Tier II Classified disposal site in the
discharge location [DEP Release Tracking Number (RTN) 1-14946];
g. FERC erred in concluding that "the impact on roadways in the project area
would be "minor and temporary." Given the nature of this rural community's
unimproved [i.e., dirt) roadways, which are often in poor condition, even

"brief closings" are not in fact, minor. Further, FERC fails to quantify what it
means by the term "brief."
7. STOP has retained the Law Offices of Carolyn Elefant, PLLC to prepare and file the
Request,
8. If necessary, STOP intends to pursue judicial review of FERC's decision on its
Request.
9. In addition, STOP has caused to be served a Notice of Intent to sue under the Clean
Water Act on both the Commission and Tennessee in connection with the Project.

DATED this

_ dav of

^

.20J_k

Signature of Affiant

SWORN and subscribed before me, this 2^ day of March, 2016

Scu

n
t
NOTARY PUBLIC

SARAH E. MSTCHiLL

My Commission Expires:

Notary Public
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
My Comm. Expires May 20, 2022

I; ,

EXHIBIT I

Affidavit of Northeast Energy Solutions, Inc.

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK
The undersigned, VINCENT DEVITO, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says:
1. I am over the age of 18 and am a resident of the State of Massachusetts. I have
personal knowledge of the facts herein, and, if called as a witness, could testify
completely thereto.
2. I am an authorized representative of Northeast Energy Solutions, Inc. ("NEES").
3. NEES is a not-for-profit cooperation dedicated to providing sound analysis, effective
advocacy, and public education related to the routing of proposed energy transport
projects in the Northeast.
4. Through its founding members, NEES represents over 101,850 individuals in The
Commonwealth and its founding members collectively own or hold conservation
restrictions on over 50,000 acres of land in the Commonwealth. NEES' membership
also includes a State Senator, the Town of Lenox, Massachusetts, and the Town of
Stephentown, New York.
5. NEES serves as a public educational resource and a non-partisan advocate before
state and federal governmental officials and bodies in order to preserve space unduly
or unnecessarily threatened by energy infrastructure projects, through a multijurisdictional approach that provides alternative analyses to regulators while
evaluating energy developers' proposals.
6. NEES intends to timely file a request for rehearing and a concurrent Motion to Stay
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's ("Commission") Order Issuing
Certificate, of March 11, 2016, in Docket No. CP14-529-000.
7. Said Docket is Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, L.L.C.'s application under section
7(c) of the Natural Gas Act and Part 157 of the Commission's regulations for
authorization to construct and operate pipeline facilities in Albany County, New
York; Berkshire and Hampden Counties, Massachusetts; and Hartford County,
Connecticut, and modify an existing compressor station in Hampden County,
Massachusetts (the "Connecticut Expansion Project" or "CEP").
8. As a basis for its request for rehearing, NEES, an intervenor in Docket No. CP14529-000, will maintain that CEP is not in the public interest and that the Commission
failed to meet its obligations under NEPA by improperly segmenting CEP's
environmental analysis from related pipeline projects in the region thereby ignoring

{Client Files/308841/0004/B0589641,DOC;1)

potentially significant impacts on human health and the environment. NEES will
also move for a stay of construction and any other land disturbance pending review
of the Order on rehearing.

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the information herein is true,
correct, and complete.
Executed this^ 3 f

day of

cU

?

20 / ^ .

Vincent DeVito

NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS, COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, ss:
On this ^S"^dav of
, ^U>lh , before me personally appeared Vincent
DeVito, to me known to be the person described in and who executed the foregoing Affidavit,
and, being first duly sworn on oath according to law, deposes and says that he/she has read the
foregoing Affidavit subscribed by him/her, and that the matters stated herein are true to the best
of his/her information, knowledge and belief.

Notary Public

Cy

My commission expires ."? / f / j 8^

CHRISTINE M. KEILEY
Notary Public
Conmnweatth of Massachusetts
My Commtuion Expires
March 8,2018

